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EFFECT OF ENGINE POSITION AND HIGH-LIFT DEVICES ON AERODYNAMIC 
CHARACTEFUSTICS OF AN EXTERNAL-FLOW JET-FLAP STOL MODEL 
By Charles C. Smith, Jr. 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An investigation has been conducted to provide some basic information on the aero­
dynamic design parameters  of an external-flow jet-flap configuration. Included in  the 
investigation were s ta t ic  force tes ts  to determine the effects of engine vertical  and longi­
tudinal position, jet-exhaust deflectors, flap s ize  and type, leading-edge slat chord and 
deflection, and gap and overlap of the slats and flaps. The force tes ts  were made in the 
Langley full-scale tunnel with a model having an unswept untapered wing and powered by 
four simulated high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines. 
The resul ts  of the investigation showed that higher lift and better turning of the jet 
were obtained with the engines up close to the wing rather than well below the wing. 
Exhaust deflectors improved the lift and turning of the jet for a given installed engine 
thrust  especially for the engine positions well below the wing. Large-chord flaps were 
found to produce more  lift for  a given installed engine thrust  than small-chord flaps. 
Leading-edge slat deflections and chords slightly larger  than those used for more  normal 
lift operation were found to be necessary for high-lift jet-flap operation. Double-slotted­
flap and leading-edge slat gaps and overlaps generally used for  normal lift operation were 
also found to be effective for high-lift jet-flap operation. 
INTRODUCTION 
At the present t ime considerable interest  is being shown in  jet-powered STOL 
(short  take-off and landing) aircraft .  One promising means of achieving the high l i f t  
required for  operation of such aircraf t  is the external-flow jet-augmented flap. Early 
experimental work demonstrated the l i f t  capability of this concept. (For example, s e e  
refs. 1 to 5.) Recent extension of this research  into the area of high-thrust-weight-ratio 
turbofan aircraft has shown that the external-flow jet flap effectively produces the high 
l i f t  required fo r  STOL operation (refs. 6 to 9). 
Although considerable wind-tunnel research  has been conducted on the external-flow 
jet-augmented flap, the main objective of most of the work in  the past has  been to explore 
the general area of performance and stability and control with particular reference to 
problem areas and to finding practical  solutions to the problems, so that the overall fea­
sibility of the concept in t e rms  of practical reliable application could be accurately 
assessed. This research  has provided the necessary information to show that the 
external-flow jet-augmented flap effectively produces high lift on turbofan STOL aircraf t  
but has provided very little information relative to  the optimization of the jet-flap param­
e te r s  involved. Because of the increased interest  at the present t ime in  the jet-flap con­
cept, there is now a need for more  detailed information for the rational design of such 
systems. A program has been s tar ted at the Langley Research Center to provide basic 
design information on the effects of geometric variables such as wing planform, engine 
location, jet-exhaust deflectors, flap span, flap s ize  and type, leading-edge high-lift 
devices, and horizontal- and vertical-tail locations. The program will consist mainly of 
static force tes ts  but will  also include pressure  distribution measurements for deter­
mining lift distribution along the wing chord and span. 
This paper presents the resul ts  of par t  of the general investigation and consists of 
s ta t ic  force tes t s  made to determine the effects of engine position, thrust  deflectors, and 
leading-edge and trailing-edge flap geometry on the aerodynamic characterist ics of an 
external-flow jet-flap configuration without vertical- and horizontal-tail surfaces. The 
model used in the investigation was powered by four simulated high-bypass-ratio turbofan 
engines and was equipped with an unswept untapered wing with double-slotted flaps. The 
tes t s  were made over an angle-of-attack range for several  thrust  coefficients and for 
several  flap deflections. 
SYMBOLS 
The data a r e  referred to the stability-axis system with the origin at the center-of­
gravity location (0.40 mean aerodynamic chord) shown in figure 1. Measurements were 
made in the U.S. Customary Units ;  they a r e  presented herein in  the International System 
of Units (SI) with the equivalent values in the U.S. Customary Units given parenthetically. 
CD drag coefficient, FD/qS 
CL lift coefficient, FL/qS 
CL,trim tr im lift coefficient, Cm 
c L + l / c  
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, My/qSc 






local wing chord, 0.254 m (0.833 ft) 

net axial force,  N (lb) 

drag  force,  N (lb) 

l i f t  force,  N (lb) 

normal force,  N (lb) 

tail length (assumed), m (ft) 

pitching moment, m-N (ft-lb) 

free-stream dynamic pres  su re, N/m2 (lb/ft2) 

wing area, 0.45 m2 (4.86 f t2)  

total installed engine thrust ,  N (lb) 

longitudinal coordinate of airfoil chord, percent vane o r  flap chord 

airfoil upper surface ordinate, percent vane o r  flap chord 

airfoil lower surface ordinate, percent vane o r  flap chord 

angle of attack, deg 

flight-path angle, deg 

total deflection of double-slotted flap, 6 f l  + 6f2, deg 

deflection of vane from wing chord, deg 

deflection of flap from vane chord, deg 

F





deflection of leading-edge s la t  from wing chord, deg 
V F ~ J ~+ FA^ 
flap turning efficiency, 
T 
MODELANDAPPARATUS 
The investigation was conducted on the four-engine high-wing model i l lustrated in  
figure 1. The wing was unswept and untapered and incorporated a leading-edge s la t  and 
double-slotted trailing-edge flaps. An NACA 4415 airfoil section was used on the wing. 
The airfoil sections for the vane and flap were identical, and their  coordinates are pre­
sented in table I. Detailed sketches of the wing-leading-edge slat and trailing-edge flap 
assembly are shown in figure 2. Also shown is the position of the moment reference 
center relative to the wing. Changes in the leading-edge slat and trailing-edge flap 
deflections, overlaps, and gaps were obtained by using special brackets for each setting. 
In all tes ts  with flaps deflected, 6 f l  = 6f2. No vertical- or  horizontal-tail surfaces were 
used in the present investigation. 
The model engines represented high-bypass-ratio fan-jet engines, and compressed­
air-driven turbines drove the fans. The basic engine is il lustrated in  figure 3(a) and 
details of the jet-exhaust deflectors used in  some tes ts  are shown in figure 3(b). The 
deflector design was based on that of the small  deflectors discussed in  reference 6. Four 
sets of engine pylons were provided to give four different engine positions relative to the 
wing leading edge. (See fig. 4.) 
The model was  sting mounted on a six-component strain-gage balance in the 9.1- by 
18.3-m (30- by 60-ft) tes t  section of the Langley full-scale tunnel. 
TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
In preparation for the tes ts ,  engine calibrations were made to determine gross  
thrust  as a function of engine rotational speed i n  the static condition (zero angle of attack 
with the thrust  deflectors off). These calibrations were made with bellmouth inlets 
installed on the engines. The tes ts  were then run by setting the engine rotational speed 
to give the desired thrust  and holding these speeds constant over the angle-of-attack 
range. 
Tes ts  were made at zero airspeed to determine flap turning angles 6j and turning 
efficiencies under static conditions. These tests and the wind-on tes ts  were made 
with the small-vane-large-flap configuration deflected 35O, 5 5 O ,  and 70°. The trailing-
edge flap and leading-edge slat parameters  used in  these tests were as follows: 
4 
Vane, 0 . 0 2 ~gap 

Flap, 0 . 0 2 ~gap 

Slat, Overlap, 0 . 0 2 ~gap 

Slat chord, 0 . 1 9 ~  

Slat deflection, 55O 

For flap deflections of 35O and 700, four different engine positions with and without 
exhaust deflectors were tested. For a flap deflection of 5 5 O ,  only engine positions 1 
and 4 were tested. 
Tests to determine the effect of wing-flap geometry were made with the flap 
deflected at 55O only. In these tests, various changes were made to the double-slotted­
flap element gaps and overlaps, flap chord and element arrangement,  and leading-edge 
geometry. 
All the wind-on tests were made over an angle-of-attack range from -4O to 31' at 
gross-thrust  coefficients Cp of 0, 1.38, 2.75, 4.13, and 5.50. The free-s t ream dynamic 
pressure  was 154.17 N/m2 (3.22 psf) which corresponds to an airspeed of 15.85 m/sec 
(52 ft/sec). The Reynolds number was  2.78 X lo5  based on the wing chord. 
No wind-tunnel jet-boundary corrections were considered necessary since the 
model was very smal l  relative to the test-section size. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of the model with flaps re t racted 
(6f = OO), with engine position 4, and without exhaust deflectors are presented in  figure 5 
as an aid in  analysis of the test results.  
Effect of Engine Position on Static Turning 
Since the effectiveness of a jet-flap system is dependent to a large degree upon the 
capability of the system for  turning and spreading the je t  exhaust efficiently, static 
turning tests were first made of all the configurations included in  the present investiga­
tion to identify the relative performance of each. Results of these tests (figs. 6 and 7) 
show that jet  turning angles were higher for  the engines positioned vertically close to the 
wing (positions 1 and 2). For  engines positioned low and forward of the wing (positions 3 
and 4), tilting the engine nose down (position 4) produced some improvement in  jet turning 
angle. For  almost all the engine positions, jet-exhaust deflectors used to direct the 
exhaust toward the leading edge of the flap system improved the turning angle. The ratio 
of normal force to thrust  FN/T is plotted as a function of the ratio of net axial forces  
to thrust  FA/T i n  figure 7. The data indicate that the average losses  caused by turning 
and spreading the jet were about 20 percent for  35O flap deflection, about 35 percent for 
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5 5 O  flap deflection, and about 40 percent for 70° flap deflection. The  deflectors were 
generally detrimental to the turning efficiency, but this effect was not consistent since 
for  some engine positions at the high flap deflections the deflectors actually increased 
the flap turning efficiency. 
Effect of Engine Position on Aerodynamic Characterist ics 
The basic aerodynamic data for  the model with engine positions 1to 4 with and with­
out exhaust deflectors are presented in  figures 8 and 9 for 3 5 O  flap deflection, i n  fig­
u res  10 and 11for  55O flap deflection, and in  figures 12 and 13 for 70° flap deflection. 
These data show that increasing the thrust  coefficient caused an increase in  stall angle of 
attack, maximum l i f t  coefficient, and nose-down pitching moments. For  the highest flap 
deflection (6f = 700), maximum lift coefficients up to about 12 (untrimmed) could be pro­
duced for  a gross-thrust  coefficient of 5.50. 
In order  to show the effects of engine position on the longitudinal aerodynamic char­
acter is t ics  more  clearly,  the data of figures 8 to 13 have been replotted in  summary form 
for  two values of C p  (2.75 and 5.50) in  figures 14 to 19. These data indicate that gen­
erally the highest lift was obtained with the engines vertically up close to the wing (posi­
tions 1 and 2) for all tes t  conditions. For  the 3 5 O  flap deflection (figs. 14 and 15), moving 
the engines forward from position 1 to position 2 actually increased the lift performance 
slightly; whereas, for  the 70° flap deflection (figs. 18 and 19), moving the engines from 
position 1to position 2 caused an  appreciable drop in  lift. The deterioration in lift per­
formance for engine position 2 with increasing flap deflection is probably the resul t  of an 
excessive amount of the jet  exhaust being induced over the top of the wing by the high cir­
culation lif t .  Previous investigations (for example, ref. 7) have revealed that when this 
condition exists, there  is a tendency for  the flow to break away from the wing at the flap 
instead of turning and following the flap as it does for lower surface blowing. For  the low 
engine positions, having the engine exhaust directed straight back generally proved to be 
ineffective in  producing high l i f t .  This was  particularly t rue  for the low flap deflections 
because most of the jet exhaust passed beneath the flap. Tilting the engines s o  that the 
exhaust was directed more  toward the leading edge of the flaps (position 4) considerably 
improved the lift effectiveness of the low engine arrangements. Exhaust deflectors 
used with the engines in  the low positions generally produced an increase in lift. For 
example, figures 16 and 17, in  which a more representative landing-approach flap setting 
(bf = 550) is used, show that the aerodynamic characterist ics for engine positions 1 and 4 
are s imilar  as a resul t  of the use of exhaust deflectors. Another point, which is illus­
t ra ted by the data in  figure 20, is that a larger  favorable effect on the aerodynamic char­
acterist ics of the model was produced by the exhaust deflectors with the engines in posi­
tion 4 than with the engines in  position 1. The engines in  position 1were up close to the 




deflectors. The deflectors were needed, however, for  engine position 4 to direct  the jel  
over more of the flap �or better spreading and turning. 
One means of determining the overall  efficiencies of jet-flap configurations is to 
compare the thrust-weight ratio T/W required to fly in level flight. In the present 
.-investigation, the term 	 ‘p +‘D was  used to provide a measure of this efficiency. ‘Che 
CL,trim 
t e rm 	 ‘p + cD is approximately equal to the thrust-weight ratio required to f ly  in level 
CL,trim 
flight at an angle of attack of 0” and provides a convenient nieLhodfor making a compa~*j­
son when data a r e  not available for the exact flap angle required for t r im drag conclitions. 
The CL,trim is the tail-off lift coefficient CL corrected for pitch t r im,  that is, 
with a tail a r m  of 3.5 beiiig assumed. 
The data of figure 2 1  indicate that the most desirable positions of tlie engine% [ L w i I i  
the standpoint of lift produced for a given installed thrust is u p  close to the wing (posj­
tion 1) or  low and tilted (position 4) for both low and high flap deflections. The It.i\J: e[iL:;iw 
position without tilt (position 3) was undesirable for low flap deflections and the for  wa ITI 
position (position 2) was  undesirable for  high flap deflections. 
Effect of Flap Element Size 
The lnngituclinal aerodynamic characterist ics of the model with several  ( l j  Cfererit 
double-slotted-flap arrangements a r e  presented in figures 22 to 27. These data a r e  f o r  
a flap deflection 6f of 55O, engine positions 1. and 4 with and without exhaust deflec’loi.s, 
and a range of thrust  coefficient from 0 to 5.50. Four different arrangements of the 
double-slotted-flap elements were tested; they a r e  illustrated in figure 2. The ori::inal 
leading-edge s la t  shown in figure 2 w a s  used �or these tests.  For  conveni~iicei n  a i u ­
lyzing the resul ts ,  suinmary plots of the basic data a r e  presented in figures 28 and 29. 
These data show that, a s  might be expected, the largest  chord flap produced the most lift 
and the smallest  chord flap produced the least  lift. The flap combination of smal.1 aiid 
large elements appeared to be most effective when the small  vane w a s  forward 01 the flap. 
With this arrangement, good lift was achieved with reduced pitching moments. When the 
smal l  vane was  to the r e a r  of the flap, the lift decreased apparently because of relativply 
poor turning, but the pitching moments were high. To provide a better iinderstandiilg of 
the total performance of the jet-flap configurations tested, the force tes t  resul ts  a r e  P L - ~ . . ,  
sented in  figure 30 in  t e rms  of 	 cp + CD and CL The plots show that for a given
CL,tr im , 




produced the most lift and the smallest  chord flap, the least  lift. This result  indicates 
that a large-chord flap is necessary on a jet-flap wing not only to achieve good turning 
but also to achieve good spreading and, therefore, good span loading. The turning and 
spreading of the jet exhaust is the least for the model with small-chord flap and exhaust 
deflectors off because most of the jet exhaust passes  underneath the flap. For the flap 
combination of small  and large elements, there  was no consistent difference in  favor of 
having the smaller  chord element as the vane o r  the flap. 
In addition to the tests to determine the effect of flap element s ize  with the double­
slotted-flap arrangements,  a few tests  were also made with one of the flap slots sealed to 
simulate a single-slotted-flap arrangement. These data (fig. 31) show that for  a given 
thrust  coefficient Cp, all the flap configurations had about the same drag; this indicates 
s imilar  turning angles. However, the double-slotted flap was more efficient a t  producing 
lif t ,  although this lift was accompanied by larger  diving moments. 
Effect of Flap Gap and Overlap 
The longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of the model for several  combinations 
of overlap and gap of the double-slotted-flap elements are presented in  figures 32 to 45 
for  a flap deflection 6f of 550 and engine positions 1 and 4 with and without exhaust 
deflectors. Summary plots of the data for the thrust  coefficient of 5.50 are presented in  
figures 46 to 51. Presented in  figures 52 to 55 are values of -t- cD (equivalent to 
CL,trim 
thrust-weight ratio) required to fly in  level flight at an angle of attack of 0' and a lift 
coefficient of 5. The data of figures 46 to 51 show that increasing the gaps of the flap o r  
the vane generally increased the lift, drag, and the diving moments. Increases in  the 
overlap from - 0 . 0 2 ~to 0 . 0 2 ~also generally increased the lift and drag and caused reduc­
tions in the diving moments. The significance of these changes in  aerodynamic charac­
ter is t ics  with changes in  gap and overlap is shown in the summary plots presented as 
figures 52 to 55. In these figures it is seen that increases  in  gap s ize  of the vane o r  
flap generally caused increases  in the thrust  required to fly at a given lift coefficient 
(CL,trim = 5.0), particularly for  the large vane gaps. Increases  in  the overlap of the flap 
' ' from - 0 . 0 2 ~to 0 . 0 2 ~were generally beneficial to the thrust  requirements, although this 
effect was relatively small. The limited data obtained with variations in  vane overlap 
(fig. 55) show no consistent trends in  aerodynamic character is t ics  as a result  of vane 
overlap changes but do show minimum thrust  requirements for this condition near a vane 
overlap of zero  percent wing chord. 
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Effect of Leading-Edge Slat Size, Gap, and Overlap 
The basic longitudinal aerodynamic data for  variations in  leading-edge-slat geom­
etry are presented in  figures 56 to 65 and are summarized in  figures 66 to 71. These 
data were measured mostly for the configuration with engine position 4 and exhaust 
deflectors on. The data of figures 66 and 67 show that changes in  gap s ize  from 0 . 0 1 ~  
to 0.03~and changes in  overlap from 0 to 0 . 0 2 ~had little effect on the aerodynamic char­
acter is t ics  of the model. Changes in  leading-edge slat deflection from 45' to 65' 
(fig. 68) extended the stall to a slightly higher angle of attack and caused the l i f t  curve to 
break less abruptly. Figures 69 to 71 show that extending the chord of the slat from 
0 . 1 9 ~to 0 . 2 5 ~generally increased the maximum lift coefficient for the higher thrust  coef­
ficients. For the lower thrust  coefficients (Cp = 2.75), there  was no appreciable effect 
of extending the chord of the leading-edge slat except for  an increase in lift coefficient 
above the stall.  The data presented in  figure 72 show that, in  general, the leading-edge 
slats tested were more  effective than the leading-edge flaps formed by sealing the slots 
of the slats. 
Effect of Engine-Out Condition 
The longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of the model with one o r  more of the 
engines inoperative a r e  presented in  figure 73 for the model with engines in position 1 
and exhaust deflectors off. Summary plots of these characterist ics for maximum thrust  
( C p  = 5.50) with all four engines operating, and for various engine-out conditions are 
presented in  figure 74. These plots show that the loss  of an engine causes little o r  no 
change in  the longitudinal stability but produces large changes in  pitch t r im,  lift, and 
drag. The effect of one o r  more  engines being inoperative on the lift and drag is best  
shown by the summary plot of t r im  l i f t  coefficient CL,trim as a function of thrust  coef­
ficient C p  presented as figure 75. These data show that the loss  of the inboard engine 
causes a larger  reduction in  l if t  for a given Cp than does the loss of the outboard 
engine. As might be expected, the loss of both outboard engines causes a considerable 
reduction in  t r im l i f t  coefficient CL,trim for a given thrust  coefficient. This effect is 
basically the effect of a reduction in effective aspect ratio. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From a wind-tunnel investigation to determine the effects of engine position and 
wing trailing-edge and leading-edge geometry on the aerodynamic characterist ics of an 
external-flow jet-flap STOL model, the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. Better turning of the jet and higher l i f t  for  a given installed engine thrust  was 
obtained with the engines up close to the wing rather  than well below o r  forward of the 
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wing. Tilting the engines when in the low position resul t  i n  better spreading of the je t  
exhaust over the flap and improves the lift. 
2. Engine exhaust deflectors improved the turning of the jet and increased the lift 
for  a given installed engine thrust  especially for the low engine positions. 
3. Large-chord double-slotted flaps were found to be more efficient i n  producing 
lift for a given installed engine thrust  than were small-chord double-slotted flaps. 
4. Leading-edge slat deflections and chords slightly la rger  than those used for  
more normal lift operation were found to be necessary for effective high-lift jet-flap 
operation. 
5. Double-slotted-flap and leading-edge slat gaps and overlaps generally used for 
normal lift operation were also found to be effective for high-lift jet-flap operation. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
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TABLE 1.- VANE AND FLAP AIRFOIL COORDINATES 
p e r c e n t  vane and flap c h o r g  
~. . . .  .. . 
X Yu 
.. YL . 
0 0 0 
5 9.8 -3.3 
10 13.0 -4.1 
15 15.0 -3.8 
20 16.0 -3.8 
25 17.2 -3.5 
30 17.3 -3.3 
40 17.0 -2.8 
50 15.2 -2.2 
60 12.5 -1.7 
70 10.0 -1.3 
80 7.1 -.8 
90 4.0 .7 
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Figure 1.- Three-view drawing of model used in investigation. Dimensions are in centimeters (inches) 
-- 
-- 
C h o r d  of basic YACA 4415 a i r f o i l  
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(a) Slat detniis and general arrangement of flaps. 6fl= 6f2. 

Figure 2.- Details of slats and flaps. Dimensions a r e  in  centimeters (inches). 
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(b) Flap configurations used in  investigation. 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 




(a) Basic engine. 







(b) Details of exhaust deflectors. 
Figure 3.- Concluded. 
Engine Position 1 Engine Position 2 
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Engine Position 3 Engine Position 4 

Figure 4.- Engine positions used in  investigation. 
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Figure 5.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model in the cruise condition. 6f= Oo; 
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Figure 6. - Concluded. 
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(b) 6f = 5 5 O .  
Figure 7. - Continued. 
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(c) Ff = 70'. 
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Figure 8.- Longitudmal aerodynamic characteristics of model without exhaust deflectors. 6f = 3 5 O .  
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Figure 8.- Continued. 
(c) Engine position 3 .  
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Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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(b) Engine position 4. 
Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12. - Continued. 
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Figure 13.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the model with exhaust deflectors. 6f = 70°. 
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Figure 13.- Continued. 
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Figure 13.- Continued. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 14.- Effect of engine position. 6f = 350; C p  = 2.75. 
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Figure 15.- Effect of engine position. 6f = 3 5 O ;  C p  = 5.50. 
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Figure 15.- Concluded. 
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Figure 16.- Concluded. 
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Figure 17.- Effect of engine position. 6f = 5 5 O ;  CP = 5.50. 
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Figure 17.- Concluded. 
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Figure 18.- Concluded. 
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Figure 19.- Effect of engine position. 6f = ‘70’; C p  = 5.50. 
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Figure 19.- Concluded. 
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Figure 2 1. - Summary of effect of engine position on longitudinal aerodynamic 
characterist ics of model. a = Oo. 
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Figure 2 1.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 22.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. Engine position 1; large vane 
and small flap; 6f = 5 5 O ;  original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 23.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. Engine position 1; large vane 
and large flap; 6f = 550; original leading-edge slat.Q,
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Figure 24.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. Engine position 1; small vane 
and small flap; 6f = 5 5 O ;  original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 24.- Concluded. 
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Figure 25.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. Engine position 4; large vane 
and small flap; 6f = 55O; original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 25.- Concluded. 
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Figure 26.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. Engine position 4; large vane 





(b) Exhaust deflectors on. 
Figure 26.- Concluded. 
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Figure 27.- Longitudinal aerodyi~arni~characteristics of mode!. Engi;ine position 4; small  vane 
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Figure 27.- Concluded. 
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Figure 28.- Effect of vane and flap size and arrangement on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
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Figure 28.- Concluded. 
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Figure 29.- Effect of vane and flap size and arrangement on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
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Figure 30.- Effect of flap configuration on longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics 
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(a) Vane-flap gap sealed. 
Figure 3 1.- Effect of sealing gaps in  double-slotted flap on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
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Figure 3 1.- Continued. 
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Figure 3 1.- Concluded. 
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Figure 32.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of model with engine position 1 and 0 . 0 4 ~flap gap. 
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Figure 33. - Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 1 and 0 .06~flap gap. 
6f = 55’; original leading-edge slat. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 34.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of model with engine position 4 and 0.04~flap gap. 
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Figure 35.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and 0 . 0 6 ~flap gap. 
6f = 5 5 O ;  deflectors on; original leading-edge slat. 
a. deg c m  cD 
(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 36.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 1and 0.04~vane gap. 







(b) Exhaust deflectors on. 
Figure 36.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 37.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 1 and 0 . 0 6 ~vane gap. 
6f = 5 5 O ;  original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 37.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 38.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and 0 . 0 4 ~vane gap. 
6f = 5 5 O ;  original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 38.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 39.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and 0 . 0 6 ~vane gap. 
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(b) Exhaust deflectors on. 
Figure 39.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 40.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 1 and -0 .02~flap overlap. 
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(b) Exhaust deflectors on. 
Figure 40.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 41.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 1 and 0.0212flap overlap. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 42.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and -0.02~flap overlap. 
6f = 5 5 O ;  original leading-edge slat. 
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(b) Exhaust deflectors on. 
Figure 42.- Concluded. 
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(a) Exhaust deflectors off. 
Figure 43.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and 0 . 0 2 ~flap overlap. 
6f = 550; original leadmg-edge slat. 
Figure 43.- Concluded. 
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Figure 44.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and -0.02~vane overlap. 
6f = 55'; deflectors on; original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 45 .-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with engine position 4 and 0.0212vane overlap. 
6f = 5 5 O ;  deflectors on; original leading-edge slat. 
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Figure 46.- Summary of flap gap effect for engine position 1. 6; = 55'; original leading-edge slat; Cp = 5.50. 
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(b) Exhaust deflectors on. 
Figure 46.- Concluded. 
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Figure 47.- Concluded. 
Figure 48.- Summary of flap gap effect for engine position 4 with exhaust deflectors. 
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Figure 49.- Summary of flap overlap effect for engine position 4 with exhaust deflectors. 
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Figure 50.- Summary of vane gap effect for engine position 4 with exhaust deflectors. 
6f = 55'; original leading-edge slat; C p  = 5.50. 
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Figure 51.- Summary of vane overlap effect for engine position 4 with exhaust deflectors. 
tif = 55O;  original leading-edge slat; Cy = 5.50. 
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Figure 52.- Variation of 	 ',LL i- cD with flap gap and vane gap.
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Figure 54.- Variation of 	 cp i-cD with flap gap and vane gap. Engine position 4;
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(b) Deflectors off. 
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Figure 56 .- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 55O,  
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Figure 57. - Longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 55O, 
0 . 1 9 ~slat chord, and 0 . 0 3 ~slat gap. Engine position 4;exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 55O; 
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Figure 58.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 450, 
0 . 1 9 ~slat chord, and 0 . 0 2 ~slat gap. Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f= 55O; 
C p  = 5.50. 
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Figure 59.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 65O, 
0 . 1 9 ~slat chord, and 0 . 0 2 ~slat gap. Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 55O;  
Cp, = 5.50. 
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Figu.re 60.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat removed. 
Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 55'. 
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Figure 6 1.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 55O, 
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Figure 62. - Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat removed. 
Engine position 1; exhaust deflectors off; 6f = 55O. 
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Figure 63.-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 55u, 
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Figure 64.- Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 550, 

0 . 1 9 ~slat chord, and slot sealed. Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 55O. 
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F'igur .e 65. - Longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of model with leading-edge slat deflected 55O, 
0.25~slat chord, and slot sealed. Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 5'. . 
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Figure 66.- Effect of leading-edge slat gap on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics’of model. 
Engine position 4;exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 5 5 O ;  C p  = 5.50; GS = 5 5 O ;  slat chord, 0.19~; 
slat overlap, 0. 
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Figure 67.- Effect of slat overlap on longitudinal aerodynamic characterist ics of model. Engine position 4; 
exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 55O; C p  = 5.50; 6s = 55O; slat chord, 0 . 1 9 ~ ;slat gap, 0.02~. 
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Figure 68. - Effect of leading-edge slat deflection on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 55O; C p  = 5.50; slat chord, 0 .19~;slat gap, 0 . 0 2 ~ ;  
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Figure 69.- Effect-of-leading-edge slat chord on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 5 5 O ;  C p  = 5.50; 6, = 5 5 O ;  slat gap, 0 . 0 2 ~ ;slat 
overlap, 0. 
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Figure 70. - Effect of leading-edge slat chord on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
Engine position 1; exhaust deflectors off; large-vane-large-flap double-slotted flap; 6f = 5 5 O ;  
C p  = 5.50; 6s = 5 5 O ;  slat  gap, 0 . 0 2 ~ ;slat overlap, 0. 
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characterist ics of the model. 
Engine position 1; exhaust deflectors off; large-vane-large-flap double-slotted flap; 6f = 55O; 
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Figure 72.- suimmary of effect of sealing leading-edge slat on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
Engine position 4; exhaust deflectors on; 6f = 5 5 O ;  6, = 55O;  C p  = 5.50. 
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(a) Left outboard engine not operating. 
Figure 73 .-Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model in  an engine-out condition. 
Engine position 1; exhaust deflectors off; 6f = 55O.  
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(b) Left inboard engine not operating. 
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(c) Left and right outboard engines not operating. 
Figure 73 . - Concluded. 
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Figure 74.- Summary of engine-out effect on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model. 
Engine position 1; exhaust deflectors off; 6f = 5 5 O .  
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Figure 75.- Effect of engine-out con.dition on t r im lift .  Engine position 1; 
exhaust deflectors off; 6f = 55O. 
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